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In the sperator experiments, the Pseudo-
classical transport was observed[!]. The form 
of X«u p 2 was proposed (u : electron collision e pe e 
frequency, p~e= electron gyroradius evalua~ed by 
the poloidal magnetic field). We present t he 
theory for the simultaneous explanation Jf the L-
mode and PseuJo-classical confinement as well as 
the transitioa between them [2]. 
The eigenvalue equation for the anomalous 
transport coefficient is given as 
~ = g(l+glpNZ) (l+PNZ)-z(l-N4)-z[l 
2s 2 l+PN2 
t- 0N4 
g l+glpNL. 
• • - 'i: ( ;-v;.) 1/2 where p 1s the ratto p = dA a~ , 
normalized mode number N=nq(X~/a)l/4, 
gl) are coefficients g = 1/2+ats2- s, 
(1/2+a-s) /g. 
(1) 
N is the 
and (g, 
For the resistive plasma, Eq. (1) gites 
(2) 
where LP IS a normalized pressure gradient scale 
length, d(3/dr· = (3/LP" Apart from a geor;t;tr ical 
numerical fact)[ of order unity, Eq. (2) is the 
Pseudo-classical diffusion coefficient. ':'he 
thermal conductivity in the current difiJsive 
limit is given by that of the L-mode [2J . 
The change from the Pseudo-classical 
transport to the L-mode transport occurs at the 
condition ue '\. vT/ILPR, where vTi is 
the ion thermal velocitY. 
Figure 1 compares the theoretical 
predictions with experiments on spherator 
17 -3 (Typ ica 1 parameters are used: ne = 10 m , R = 
0. 4m, R/a = 6, LP = 0. 4.) For the set of 
parameters, tile turnover from Pseudo-classical 
to L-mode transition is predicted to occur at 
around 8eV. In Fig.l, the coefficients of order 
unity is adjusted to recover the original line 
of the Pseudo-classical law of Yoshikawa (solid 
line of Fig.l) in l ow temperature limit. 'the 
theoretical results seem to explain the Pseudo-
c 1 ass ica I transport and transition to ne )--Bohm 
transport in (he spherator experiments. 
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Figure 1: T dependence of confinement ~ iroe in 
e 
sphera tor. 
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